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Dear Parents,
Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and not giving it;
hence, for your valuable support extended to NVN by paying your ward's 1st quarter
fees, we express our deep and undying gratitude. Please be rest assured that NVN
remains committed and will continue to educate, support and care for our students.
In the beginning of the session we were quite hopeful that contemporary situations due to
Covid-19 would improve soon and we would be able to conduct our co-curricular activities;
hence we charged the optional co-scholastic fees from you. However so far the conditions
have not improved much. So, considering all these factors we have decided to suspend the
co-curricular activities which could be a possible threat for our kids particularly in the prevailing
situation and thereafter for session 2020-21. We will not charge any co-scholastic fees from
the parents who have not paid it yet and adjust the same in the next quarter fee for those who
have already paid it. Henceforth the parents are expected to pay tuition fee only as per
the table given below:
Fees Structure from 1 to 4 Quarter for FY 2020-21
st

Class
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1 Quarter Fees

2 /3 /4 Quarter Fees

2 Qtr Fees for those who
have paid Co -Scholastic
Fees in Qtr - 1

Tuition Fees

Tuition Fees

Tuition Fees (–) CoScholastic Fees

LKG-UKG

9,816/-

9,818/-

7,718/-

I-II

11,686/-

11,688/-

10,088/-

III-V

11,686/-

11,688/-

6,688/-

VI-X

12,850/-

12,850/-

7,850/-

XI-XII Sci

15,900/-

15,900/-

10,900/-

XI-XII Com

14,400/-

14,400/-

9,400/-
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We appreciate the trust you have in us. We once again extend our thankful wishes to you and
promise that we would work harder for better development of our students.

Note: Please be aware that parents will have to pay the charges which were collected
under co-scholastic fees earlier like CBSE registration and exam, applicable for
Classes IX to XII, and subject to intimation from the Board to schools.
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